THE CIVIL REGISTER

ABOUT THE REGISTER

T

he famous pilot Vecihi Hürkuş started civilian registration in Turkey with
painting the letters TC-S.1 (see picture above) on his XIV model given CheckoSlovakian license in 1931. After this, until 1935 some aircraft for civilian use
arrived in Turkey and they were given ad hoc registrations mostly constituting a
name (like TC-KUŞ = bird). Then from 1935 two registers were initiated. The military kept the general register from 1935 to 1956 and the Türk Hava Kurumu their
own at the same time. Where the military generally kept to the TC- plus 3 letters
(actually some irregularities were made as can be seen in the register), the THK
introduced their own system with the TC being followed initially by TK plus a sequential number (later THK plus the number). Gliders were until 1957 allocated a
type number starting with “A” plus a number (e.g. A14).

The current Turkish Civilian Aircraft Register was established by the new Aviation Law in 1956 and started to be implemented in late 1957. The authority in
charge became the newly established Directorate of Civil Aviation. Until recently
the registration was kept in large books at the Directorate with each registered
aircraft given a Certification number in chronological sequence. Certificate
no.001 became TC-ILA (ex.TC-IL1) registered on 28.December 1957. The sequence had
reached 549 with TC-HBE on 12.April 1985. These sequence numbers are given in
bracket after the “remarks” in the list. The allocation of registration letters
after the initial “TC-“ was mostly according to customer preference, but some
letters were reserved for special vehicles: B/Balloons(after 1984), H/helicopters
(after 1984), I/for spraying aircraft (before 1984 then allocated in Z-series),
J/jet airliners (since abandoned), P/Gliders (recently also other aircraft), U/
Microlights, Z/Agricultural aircraft.

BOLD PRINT indicate

that aircraft was current at the end of 2005

Early examples of Turkish aircraft registrations.
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EXAMPLES OF TURKISH AIRCRAFT REGISTRATIONS

(Above) THK FW 44Js in various designs.
(Below left) Army H.182 with serial adapted to registration.
(Below right)A THK.3 aerobatic trainer with white letters on red fuselage.
Examples of registration letters on aircraft in fourties and fifties (C-47 and Magister)
Registration letters sixties, seventies and nineties (PA-18, C.207 and B.727)
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